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Case No.: 1:13-CV-1784-VEH

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

Plaintiff Anne Katherine Waslin (“Ms. Waslin”) brings this action under 42

U.S.C. § 405(g), Section 205(g) of the Social Security Act. She seeks review of a

final adverse decision of the Commissioner of the Social Security Administration

(“Commissioner”), who denied her application for child’s Disability Insurance

Benefits (“DIB”). Ms. Waslin timely pursued and exhausted her administrative

remedies available before the Commissioner. The case is thus ripe for review under

42 U.S.C. § 405(g).

On July 2, 2014, the court ruled in favor of Ms. Waslin on her DIB claim.

(Docs. 13, 14). Pending before the court is Commissioner’s Motion Pursuant to Rule

59(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure To Alter Or Amend the Court’s Order
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and Opinion (Doc. 15) (the “Motion”) filed on July 2, 2014. Commissioner contends

that the court incorrectly found the ALJ at fault for applying “the adult disability

regulations . . . [instead of] the three-step child’s evaluation process . . . .” (Doc. 15

at 6). Commissioner maintains that the three-step framework “applies only to child’s

SSI disability claims.” Id. 

The court entered a show cause order (Doc. 16) on the Motion on July 31,

2014. Ms. Waslin responded (Doc. 18) on August 13, 2014, and “concede[s] that

Defendant is correct that the claim is solely for child’s disability benefits under Title

II of the Social Security Act and, therefore, the children’s listings do not apply.” (Id.

at 1). “However [Ms. Waslin further points out that] this issue would not affect the

second part of Her Honor’s decision addressing the ALJ’s failure to properly weigh

the medical evidence, particularly the opinion of treating and examining physicians

of record.” Id.

Accordingly, the Motion is GRANTED as it pertains to reconsideration of the

appropriate framework for the ALJ to use upon remand, the memorandum opinion

(Doc. 13) is HEREBY VACATED, and the following memorandum opinion is

HEREBY ENTERED in that prior opinion’s place.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Ms. Waslin was nineteen-years old at the time of her hearing before the
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Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”). (Tr. 60). She has completed the 12th grade. Id.

She has worked for one week stocking and cleaning at a gas station and had a brief

volunteer position at a veterinary clinic. (Tr. 258). 

Ms. Waslin has a history of self-injurious behavior, including cutting herself

and banging her head against walls. (Tr. 58). The record also indicates that Ms.

Waslin has difficulties with personal hygiene (“She doesn’t care how she looks ...

Refuses to bathe daily ... must be reminded to brush teeth.”) (Tr. 132), taking her

medication (“Almost every dose I have to prompt her.”) (Tr. 54), managing money

(“[Without] supervision, she would have depleted [her] balance long ago.”) (Tr. 134),

and driving (“She can drive [the] golf cart but wrecked it because of distraction.

Refuses to get permit or take driving lessons. She is really afraid because of poor

concentration and inability to avoid distractions.”). Id. 

Ms. Waslin claims she became disabled on August 1, 2008, due to Attention

Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (“ADHD”), Oppositional Defiant Disorder (“ODD”),

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Depression, and Reactive Attachment Disorder. (Tr.

121). 

On October 21, 2010, Ms. Waslin protectively filed a Title II application for

child’s DIB. Id. On February 8, 2011, the Commissioner initially denied this claim.

Id. Ms. Waslin timely filed a written request for a hearing before the ALJ on April 7,
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2011. (Tr. 80). The ALJ conducted a hearing on the matter on July 2, 2012. (Tr. 41).

On July 24, 2012, the ALJ issued her opinion concluding that Ms. Waslin was not

disabled and denying her benefits. (Tr. 34). Ms. Waslin then timely petitioned the

Appeals Council to review the decision on September 21, 2012. (Tr. 21). On July 24,

2013, the Appeals Council issued a denial of review on her claim. (Tr. 23). 

Ms. Waslin filed a Complaint with this court on September 25, 2013, seeking

review of the Commissioner’s determination. (Doc. 1). The Commissioner answered

on February 10, 2014. (Doc. 8). Ms. Waslin filed a supporting brief (Doc. 10) on

March 27, 2014, and the Commissioner responded with her own (Doc. 12) on April

28, 2014. With the parties having fully briefed the matter, the court has carefully

considered the record, and for the reasons stated below, reverses the Commissioner’s

denial of benefits, and remands the case for further development and consideration.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

The court’s review of the Commissioner’s decision is narrowly circumscribed.

The function of this court is to determine whether the decision of the Commissioner

is supported by substantial evidence and whether proper legal standards were applied.

Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 390 (1971); Wilson v. Barnhart, 284 F.3d 1219,

1221 (11th Cir. 2002). This court must “scrutinize the record as a whole to determine

if the decision reached is reasonable and supported by substantial evidence.”
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Bloodsworth v. Heckler, 703 F.2d 1233, 1239 (11th Cir. 1983). Substantial evidence

is “such relevant evidence as a reasonable person would accept as adequate to support

a conclusion.” Id. It is “more than a scintilla, but less than a preponderance.” Id. 

This court must uphold factual findings that are supported by substantial

evidence. However, it reviews the ALJ’s legal conclusions de novo because no

presumption of validity attaches to the ALJ’s determination of the proper legal

standards to be applied. Davis v. Shalala, 985 F.2d 528, 531 (11th Cir. 1993). If the

court finds an error in the ALJ’s application of the law, or if the ALJ fails to provide

the court with sufficient reasoning for determining that the proper legal analysis has

been conducted, it must reverse the ALJ’s decision. Cornelius v. Sullivan, 936 F.2d

1143, 1145-46 (11th Cir. 1991).

STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

To qualify for disability benefits and establish his or her entitlement for a

period of disability, a claimant must be disabled as defined by the Social Security Act

and the Regulations promulgated thereunder.  The Regulations define “disabled” as1

“the inability to do any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically

determinable physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result in death

  The “Regulations” promulgated under the Social Security Act are listed in 20 C.F.R. Parts1

400 to 499, revised as of April 1, 2013.     
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or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than

twelve (12) months.” 20 C.F.R. § 404.1505(a).

The Regulations provide a five-step process for determining whether an adult

claimant is disabled. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1520(a)(4)(i-v). The Commissioner must

determine in sequence:

(1) whether the claimant is currently employed;

(2) whether the claimant has a severe impairment;

(3) whether the claimant’s impairment meets or equals an impairment listed

by the [Commissioner];

(4) whether the claimant can perform his or her past work; and

(5) whether the claimant is capable of performing any work in the national

economy.

Pope v. Shalala, 998 F.2d 473, 477 (7th Cir. 1993) (citing to formerly applicable

C.F.R. section), overruled on other grounds by Johnson v. Apfel, 189 F.3d 561, 562-

63 (7th Cir. 1999); accord McDaniel v. Bowen, 800 F.2d 1026, 1030 (11th Cir. 1986).

The sequential analysis goes as follows:

Once the claimant has satisfied steps One and Two, she will

automatically be found disabled if she suffers from a listed impairment.

If the claimant does not have a listed impairment but cannot perform her

work, the burden shifts to the [Commissioner] to show that the claimant

can perform some other job. 

Pope, 998 F.2d at 477; accord Foote v. Chater, 67 F.3d 1553, 1559 (11th Cir. 1995).

The Commissioner must further show that such work exists in the national economy

in significant numbers. Id. 
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FINDINGS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

After her review of the record, the ALJ made the following findings:

1. Ms. Waslin met the insured status requirements of the Social Security

Act through 20 C.F.R. §404.102 and §404.350(a)(5). (Tr. 28).

2. Ms. Waslin had not engaged in substantial gainful activity since August

1, 2008, the alleged disability onset date. Id.

3. Ms. Waslin had the following severe impairments: ADHD, ODD, major

depression, and borderline personality disorder. Id.

4. Ms. Waslin did not have an impairment or combination of impairments

that met or medically equaled one of the listed impairments in 20 C.F.R.

Part 404, Subpart P, Appendix 1. Id.

5. Ms. Waslin had the residual functioning capacity (“RFC”) to perform a

full range of work at all exertional levels but with the following

nonexertional limitations: Claimant can understand, remember, and

carry out simple instructions and attend for two-hour periods. She would

likely miss one to two days of work each month due to psychiatric

symptoms. Her contact with the public should be infrequent and non-

intense and supervision should be tactful. Changes in the workplace

should be infrequent and introduced gradually. (Tr. 30).

6. Ms. Waslin has no past relevant work. (Tr. 32)

7. Ms. Waslin was 15 years old, which is defined as a younger individual

age 18-49, on the alleged disability onset date. Id.

8. Ms. Waslin has a limited education and is able to communicate in

English. Id.

9. Transferability of job skills is not an issue because Ms. Waslin does not

have past relevant work. Id.
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10. Considering Ms. Waslin’s age, education, work experience, and residual

functioning capacity, there were jobs that existed in significant numbers

in the national economy that she could perform. Id.

11. Ms. Waslin had not been under a disability, as defined in the Social

Security Act, from August 1, 2008, through the date of the decision, July

24, 2012. (Tr. 33).

ANALYSIS

The court may reverse a finding of the Commissioner if it is not supported by

substantial evidence. 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). “This does not relieve the court of its

responsibility to scrutinize the record in its entirety to ascertain whether substantial

evidence supports each essential administrative finding.” Walden v. Schweiker, 672

F.2d 835, 838 (11th Cir. 1982) (citing Strickland v. Harris, 615 F.2d 1103, 1106 (5th

Cir. 1980)).  However, the court “abstains from reweighing the evidence or2

substituting its own judgment for that of the [Commissioner].” Id. (citation omitted). 

Ms. Waslin urges this court to reverse the Commissioner’s decision to deny her

benefits on the grounds that it cannot be based on substantial evidence. (Doc. 10.) In

its review, this court finds that the ALJ’s decision is due to be reversed because it

does not adequately state how much weight is accorded to each medical source

opinion, and it does not treat medical evidence in accordance with binding precedent.

  Strickland is binding precedent in this Circuit. See Bonner v. City of Prichard, 661 F.2d2

1206, 1209 (11th Cir. 1981) (en banc) (adopting as binding precedent all decisions of the former

Fifth Circuit handed down prior to October 1, 1981). 
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I. The ALJ Did Not Treat the Medical Evidence Properly.

In assessing the medical opinion evidence in any case, an ALJ must “state with

particularity the weight he gave the different medical opinions and the reasons

therefore.” Sharfarz v. Bowen, 825 F.2d 278, 279 (11th Cir. 1987) (per curiam)

(citing MacGregor v. Bowen, 786 F.2d 1050, 1053 (11th Cir. 1986)); see also

Caulder v. Bowen, 791 F.2d 872, 880 (11th Cir. 1986) (requiring the ALJ on remand

to articulate his reasons for not giving weight to a consulting physician’s diagnoses

accompanying a pulmonary function test); Cowart v. Schweiker, 662 F.2d 731, 735

(11th Cir. 1981) (“In the absence of such a statement, it is impossible for a reviewing

court to determine whether the ultimate decision on the merits of the claim is rational

and supported by substantial evidence.”). For this reason, the ALJ’s failure to specify

the weight given to medical opinion evidence is reversible error.

Even when the ALJ does not expressly state the weight accorded to medical

opinions, a reviewing court may attempt to discern what weight has been implicitly

accorded. When considering the relative weight of medical opinions, an ALJ is

generally bound by rules of priority based on the nature of the physician’s interaction

with the claimant. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1527, see also Sharfarz, 825 F.2d at 279-80 (“The

opinions of non-examining, reviewing physicians ... when contrary to those of the

examining physicians, are entitled to little weight, and standing alone do not
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constitute substantial evidence.”). Although the ALJ did not state the weight accorded

to the various medical opinions, her decision implies that she accorded greater weight

to the opinions of Dr. Robert Estock (“Dr. Estock”) and Dr. Robert G. Summerlin

(“Dr. Summerlin”) than to Dr. Robert Storjohann’s (“Dr. Storjohann”) opinion, even

though Dr. Storjohann was the only one of these physicians to actually examine Ms.

Waslin. Furthermore, little mention was made regarding the records of Dr. Gavin

Brunsvold (“Dr. Brunsvold”), Ms. Waslin’s treating physician.

A. The ALJ’s Deficient Treatment of Dr. Brunsvold’s Treatment Records. 

There is no clear indication of the weight accorded to the treatment records of

Dr. Brunsvold, Ms. Waslin’s treating physician at Christian Psychiatry & Associates,

despite the fact that the opinions of treating physicians are generally entitled to the

greatest weight. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1527(d)(2) (“Generally, we give more weight to

opinions from your treating sources ... if we find that a treating source’s opinion ...

is well-supported ... we will give it controlling weight.”). A physician’s treatment

notes are  considered to be a medical opinion. Winschel v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., 631

F.3d 1176, 1179 (11th Cir. 2011). (“The Commissioner argues that the ALJ was not

required to consider the treating physician’s treatment notes because they did not

constitute a ‘medical opinion,’ but this argument ignores the language of the

regulations.”) (citing 20 C.F.R. § 404.1527(a)(2), 20 C.F.R. § 416.927(a)(2)). The
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ALJ’s only specific citation to Ms. Waslin’s records of treatment by Dr. Brunsvold

is to the Global Assessment of Functioning (“GAF”) score he assigned to her. (Tr.

32). These treatment records were also referenced non-specifically to support the

claim that Ms. Waslin has a long history of psychiatric treatment. Id. The ALJ

reasoned that “[a]lthough the claimant has a history of mental health treatment, no

treating source has indicated that they believe the claimant to be disable for all

work.”  (Tr. 32). 3

However, the ALJ never discussed Mr. Waslin’s record of treatment by Dr.

Brunsvold in a manner that would inform the court of the weight that the ALJ

accorded to Dr. Brunsvold’s opinion, much less why that opinion was discounted (if,

indeed, it was). Such a cursory acknowledgment of the treating physician’s opinion

is unacceptable. See Winschel, 631 F.3d at 1179 (“[T]he ALJ referenced Winschel’s

treating physician only once ... The ALJ did not mention the treating physician’s

medical opinion, let alone give it ‘considerable weight.’”). If Dr. Brunsvold’s opinion

was discounted without discussion, that would be reversible error. See Phillips v.

Barnhart, 357 F.3d 1232, 1241 (11th Cir. 2004) (“When electing to disregard the

 The ALJ may not draw conclusions about a physician’s opinion of a claimant’s disability3

from the lack of an indication by the physician that the claimant cannot work. See Lamb v. Bowen,

847 F.2d 698, 703 (11th Cir. 1988) (“Such silence is equally susceptible to either inference,

therefore, no inference should be taken.”).
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opinion of the treating physician, the ALJ must clearly articulate [her] reasons.”).

B. The ALJ’S Treatment of Dr. Estock’s Report

There is only some brief, ambiguous discussion of the weight accorded to the

report of Dr. Estock, a paper review doctor. The ALJ stated “the opinion of [Dr.

Estock] is accorded some weight; to the extent it is consistent with the objective

medical evidence.” (Tr. 32). The ALJ never explained “the extent,” in her opinion,

that Dr. Estock’s opinion “is consistent with the objective medical evidence.” Id. This

court has found a similar statement to be insufficient. See Stegall v. Colvin, No. 5:11-

CV-3311-VEH, 2013 WL 1346747, at *4 (N.D. Ala. Mar. 28, 2013) (“[T]he ALJ

justified his decision to give greater weight to a reviewing physician’s opinion ... by

summarily stating that Dr. Omonuwa’s opinion was consistent with the record. Such

cursory treatment is deficient under the law in this Circuit.”).

Dr. Estock was a non-examining, reviewing physician, so his opinion should

be entitled to little weight. Sharfarz, 825 F.2d at 279-80. Additionally, Dr. Estock’s

report indicates that he did not consider the report from Dr. Summerlin’s office or any

non-medical evidence when assessing Ms. Waslin, which entitles his opinion to less

weight. See Shinn ex rel. Shinn v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., 391 F.3d 1276, 1287 (11th

Cir. 2004) (“Because [the reviewing physicians’s] opinions were based on woefully

incomplete evidence, they should not be accorded a great amount of weight.”).
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Further, Dr. Estock’s report conflicts with the testing performed in Dr. Summerlin’s

office and other record evidence, and is thus entitled to less weight. 20 C.F.R.

§404.1527(d)(4) (“Generally, the more consistent an opinion is with the record as a

whole, the more weight we will give that opinion.”), see also Syrock v. Heckler 764

F.2d 834, 835 (11th Cir. 1985) (“The ALJ is free to reject the opinion of any

physician when the evidence supports a contrary conclusion.”). 

For example, the diagnostic form used by Dr. Estock indicates that Ms. Waslin

is “Not Significantly Limited” in her abilities to “maintain attention and concentration

for extended periods” and to “maintain socially appropriate behavior and to adhere

to basic standards of neatness and cleanliness.” (Tr. 367). Yet the Conners’

Continuous Performance Test, administered in Dr. Summerlin’s office, objectively

shows that Ms. Waslin has difficulty maintaining attention (Tr. 373). The

administrative record also shows that Ms. Waslin has a history of inappropriate

behavior, such as an incident in which she “exploded verbally” at a teacher, saying

“I wish you were dead” (Tr. 342), poor grooming (“[H]as gone 5-6 days (often--

unless reminded) to bathe and clean hair.”) (Tr. 256), and self-injurious conduct.

(“Took kitch[en] knife to [her] room ... enjoys cut[ting], doesn’t want to stop.”) (Tr.

343).

Indeed, Dr. Estock’s own RFC contradicts his diagnostic form, by stating that
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Ms. Waslin can only “maintain attention and concentration for 2 hours with all

customary rest breaks,” and that her “contact with the general public should be

infrequent and non-intensive.” (Tr. 368). Internal inconsistency is grounds for

according less weight to a medical source opinion. See Phillips, 357 F.3d at 1241

(“[G]ood cause [to accord less weight] exists when the ... physician’s opinion was

conclusory or inconsistent with the doctor’s own medical records.”); Nadeau v.

Astrue, No. 5:08-CV-1981-VEH (Doc. 12) (N.D. Ala. April 20, 2009) (“Dr. Yelda’s

most recent opinion is internally inconsistent and provided further proof why the ALJ

properly discounted any medical source opinion from Dr. Yelda.”).

Despite these shortcomings, the ALJ’s opinion implies that she accorded

controlling weight to Dr. Estock’s opinion. For example, the ALJ’s conclusion that

Ms. Waslin’s impairments do not meet the “paragraph B” criteria for the listed

impairments is identical to Dr. Estock’s opinion on those criteria, although Dr.

Estock’s report was not referenced.  (Tr. 29, 362). Additionally, while the ALJ4

indicated later in her decision that she afforded only “some weight” to the opinion of

the State Agency psychiatrist (Tr. 32), the RFC determined by Dr. Estock (Tr. 368)

  Both the ALJ and Dr. Estock stated that Ms. Waslin’s restrictions as to activities of daily4

living are mild, her difficulties with social functioning are moderate, her difficulties with

concentration, persistence, or pace are moderate, and that she has experienced no episodes of

decompensation of extended duration.  
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is substantially identical to the RFC used by the ALJ in the opinion (Tr. 30) and

during the ALJ’s questioning of the vocational expert at the hearing.  (Tr. 63, 64).5

 The ALJ also used Dr. Estock’s assessment to discredit other evidence. Ms.

Waslin’s statements about her impairments were deemed “not credible to the extent

they are inconsistent with the above [RFC]” (Tr. 32). The specific inconsistencies

simply are not disclosed, and the RFC is inadequate for contradicting other evidence

due to its basis in Dr. Estock’s reviewing assessment. The ALJ stated that “Based on

the testimony of the vocational expert, the undersigned concludes that, considering

the claimant’s age, education, work experience, and [RFC] ... a finding of ‘not

disabled’ is therefore appropriate” (Tr. 33). Since Dr. Estock’s RFC is the only

medical opinion mentioned in the ALJ’s conclusion of “not disabled,” the ALJ

appears to have placed great weight upon Dr. Estock’s opinion, without explanation

vis-a-vis other competing medical opinions and evidence. 

C. The ALJ’s Treatment of the Report from Dr. Summerlin’s Office

There is no explanation of the weight accorded to the “report” of a consulting

physician, Dr. Robert G. Summerlin (“Dr. Summerlin”), but the ALJ implicitly

 The ALJ cannot rely on the opinion of a vocational expert when the hypothetical question5

(based on the claimant’s RFC) posed to the vocational expert is deficient. See Vega v. Commissioner

of Soc. Sec., 265 F.3d 1214 (11th Cir. 2001) (“Upon remand, the ALJ should pose a more thorough

hypothetical question”). 
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accorded substantial weight to Dr. Summerlin’s opinion. This opinion was cited in

the ALJ’s determination that Ms. Waslin’s impairments do not meet or medically

equal the criteria of the adult listings (Tr. 29). However, Dr. Summerlin’s assessment

is not from an acceptable medical source. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1519n(e) states that

“consultative examination reports will be personally reviewed and signed by the

medical source who actually performed the examination.” Id. (emphasis added). Dr.

Summerlin’s report indicates that he merely concurred with the assessment of the

actual examiner, Alice Summerlin, a licensed professional counselor (Tr. 374), who

would not be considered an acceptable medical source. See C.F.R. § 404.1513(a)(1)-

(5) (listing acceptable medical sources, but not including licensed professional

counselors); Vaughn v. Colvin, No. 4:12-CV-1793-VEH, 2013 WL 5519680, at *5

(N.D. Ala Sept. 30, 2013) (“Dr. Walker, as a ‘licensed professional counselor’ ... was

not an ‘acceptable medical source’ under the Regulations ... The ALJ was thus free

to discount Dr. Walker’s assessment.”) (citations omitted). Opinions from non-

physicians are entitled to less weight than opinions from acceptable medical sources.

See Freeman v. Barnhart, 220 F. App’x 957, 961 (11th Cir. 2007) (“[His] opinion is

entitled to less weight than the opinions of medical doctors because he is a physical

therapist.”).

In an unpublished opinion, the Eleventh Circuit has indicated that relying upon
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an examination report which is not signed by the actual examiner would be error,

though there the mistake was found to be harmless as it was cumulative evidence. See

Pichette v. Barnhart, 185 F. App’x 855, 856 (11th Cir. 2006) (finding that substantial

evidence, including two other medical source opinions, still supported the ALJ’s

decision). Because the ALJ’s opinion is not supported by other medical sources in

this case,  the ALJ’s reliance upon Dr. Summerlin’s “report” is not harmless. See 286

U.S.C. § 2111 (explaining that error is only harmless when it “do[es] not affect the

substantial rights of the parties”). Dr. Summerlin’s acceptance of counselor Alice

Summerlin’s examination and report is the only evidence cited in the ALJ’s

determination that Ms. Waslin’s impairments as to activities of daily living and social

functioning are merely mild and moderate (as opposed to marked or extreme). (Tr.

29). These issues are critical in determining whether Ms. Waslin’s impairment equals

the criteria for listed impairments, and thus greatly affect the ultimate determination

of her disability status. Due to the report’s importance to the ALJ’s decision, along

with the other evidentiary problems contained in this opinion, the use of Dr.

Summerlin’s unacceptable medical source opinion is not harmless error.

  The court has previously explained why Dr. Estock’s opinion is not a persuasive medical6

source statement.
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D. The ALJ’s Treatment of Dr. Storjohann’s Report

The ALJ discounted the opinion of a consulting physician, Dr. Robert

Storjohann (“Dr. Storjohann”), who described Ms. Waslin as unable to work.

However, the ALJ made neither the weight accorded to his opinion nor the grounds

for discrediting it clear in her decision. Instead, the ALJ vaguely observed that “Dr.

Storjohann paints a rather dire picture in his assessment of the claimant; however, his

assessment stands alone.” (Tr. 32).

As the only examining physician who performed a disability assessment of Ms.

Waslin, Dr. Storjohann’s opinion was entitled to more weight than the ALJ’s opinion

indicates was accorded to it. See Sharfarz, 825 F.2d at 279-80. The ALJ did not

specify which portions of the record she relied upon in discrediting Dr. Storjohann’s

opinion. Id. Additionally, the ALJ never indicated whether Ms. Waslin’s treating

source records from Dr. Brunsvold (discussed above) were consistent with Dr.

Storjohann’s so-called “stand alone” and “dire” disability assessment. 

Earlier in her decision, the ALJ summarized Dr. Storjohann’s assessment:

[H]e opined that the claimant’s social judgment and interpersonal insight

were poor (Ex. 13F). He indicated that the claimant was unable to make

acceptable work decisions in a consistent or reliable manner and

believed she was unable to manage her own financial affairs. He felt that

the claimant has moderate to marked deficits in her ability to understand,

carry out, and remember instructions in a work setting and marked

deficits in ability to respond appropriately to supervision, coworkers,
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and work pressures in a work setting.

(Tr. 31). However, the ALJ never indicated which of these medical opinions are

inconsistent with other evidence, and never stated that all of them, considered

together, are so contradicted.

The ALJ discounted Dr. Storjohann’s opinion by referencing an assessment of

Ms. Waslin by the Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services, which states that

she is capable of working. (Tr. 32). That assessment was performed by a vocational

counselor who does not qualify as an acceptable medical source. See C.F.R. §

404.1513(a)(1)-(5) (listing acceptable medical sources, but not including vocational

counselors). The opinions of non-physicians are entitled to less weight than

acceptable medical source opinions. See Freeman, 220 F. App’x at 961. Furthermore,

that vocational assessment indicates that Ms. Waslin needs to continue treatment and

should have extensive accommodations to succeed at work and school, and thus does

not strongly contradict Dr. Storjohann’s opinion that Ms. Waslin has moderate to

marked deficits in work-related abilities. (Tr. 351, 405). 

The ALJ also discounted Dr. Storjohann’s opinion by citing to Dr. Brunsvold’s

GAF score of 60 for Ms. Waslin, which indicates moderate symptoms (Tr. 32). While

this is potentially inconsistent with Dr. Storjohann’s opinion, the ALJ did not

adequately explain the context and significance of the multiple GAF scores assigned
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to Ms. Waslin. Ms. Waslin was also assigned GAF scores by Dr. Storjohann, (50, on

February 1, 2011) (Tr. 351), Dr. Summerlin,  (71, on August 30, 2011) (Tr. 374), and7

Dr. Scott Blackwell,  (35, on April 24, 2002) (Tr. 284), but the ALJ did not mention8

these scores or any issue raised by the wide range of mental impairment they

represent. By not fully addressing the discrepancy in these GAF scores, the ALJ not

only failed to illustrate why Dr. Storjohann’s opinion should be disregarded, but also

failed to meet her duty to resolve conflicting medical evidence. See Richardson, 402

U.S. at 399 (1971) (“[T]he trier of fact has the duty to resolve conflicting medical

evidence.”); Banks v. Astrue, No. 7:11-CV-3971-VEH, 2013 WL 531106, at *5 (N.D.

Ala. Feb. 12, 2013) (“By not addressing the conflicting GAF scores in his decision,

the ALJ failed to resolve a conflict between an opinion suggesting ‘no more than

slight impairment’ and another suggesting a ‘serious impairment.’”). 

CONCLUSION

Based upon the court’s evaluation of the evidence in the record, the court finds

for these multiple, independent reasons that the Commissioner did not apply proper

legal standards in reaching her final decision and that her decision is not supported

by substantial evidence. Accordingly, the decision will be reversed and remanded by

  Alice Summerlin is likely the person responsible for determining this GAF score, as she7

saw Ms. Waslin personally while Dr. Summerlin did not.

  Dr. Scott Blackwell is not mentioned in the opinion.8
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separate order.

DONE and ORDERED this the 19th day of August, 2014.

                                                             

VIRGINIA EMERSON HOPKINS

United States District Judge            
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